Prison Books Collective
4312 Etta Rd, Durham, NC

GPS will get you to Etta Road

Briefly:
From downtown Durham: Old State Hwy 10 or Cornwallis to Murphy School Road.
From Chapel Hill: 86N to Mt Sinai, University Station, Brockwell, Murphy School Rd. From Murphy School Road, turn on Etta Rd.

Once you turn on Etta, in 1,000 feet, turn right (look for a small sign with 4312), then continue straight. Go through the woods and you'll come to a grassy field, go straight as far as you can and our building is there (you'll pass a small building on your right, followed by 2 very large sheds/mini warehouses). It's a brown wood, 2-story building. Make sure you park to the right of the "road".